Within the European project Sensoria, we are developing formalisms for service description that lay the mathematical basis for analysing and experimenting with components interactions, for combining services and formalising crucial aspects of service level agreement. One of the outcome of this study is pSCC, a process calculus with explicit primitives for service definition and invocation. Central to pSCC are the notions of session and pipelining. Sessions are two sided and can be equipped with protocols executed by each side during an interaction and permit interaction patterns that are more structured than the simple one-way and request-response ones. Pipeline permits exchange of values between among sessions. The calculus is also equipped with operators for handling (unexpected) session closures that permit programming smooth propagation of session closures to partners and subsessions, so as to avoid states with dangling or orphan sessions. In the talk we will present SCC and discuss other alternatives that are (or have been) considered within the project.
Introduction
The EU funded Sensoria project 1 aims at developing a novel, comprehensive approach to the engineering of software systems for service-oriented overlay computers. Specifically, Sensoria focuses on methods and tools for the development of global services that are context adaptive, personalisable, possibly with different constraints on resources and performance, and deployable on significatively different platforms over a global computer. Sensoria seeks for full integration of foundational theories, techniques and methods in a pragmatic software engineering approach.
Within Sensoria, a workpackage is devoted to the development of calculi for service specifications and analysis that comply with a serviceoriented approach to business modeling, allow for modular description of services, support dynamic, ad-hoc, "just-in-time" composition.
During the first eighteen months of the project a few proposals have emerged.
2-6 Most of the considered calculi are based on process algebras but enhanced with primitives for manipulating semi-structured data, mechanisms for describing safe client-service interactions, operators for composing (possibly unreliable) services, techniques for query and discovery of services. The comparison, assessment, refinement and integration of the proposed calculi will constitute a prominent research activity for the prosecution of the project. Here, we will concentrate on one of the proposed calculi 2 named SCC. SCC has been influenced by Cook and Misra's Orc, 7 a basic programming model for structured orchestration of services, and by π-calculus, 8 the by now classical representative of name passing calculi. Indeed one could say that SCC combines the service oriented flavour of Orc with the name passing communication mechanism of π-calculus. SCC supports explicit modeling of sessions that are rendered as private bi-directional channels created upon services invocation and used to bind caller and callee. The interaction is programmed by two communication protocols installed at each side of the bi-directional channel. This session mechanism permits describing and reasoning about interaction patterns that are more structured than the classical one-way and request-response pattern..
Apart for the intra-session communication, a calculus for services has to have the possibility of handling inter-session communications. Different opinions on how to model this kind of communications have led to the definition of three variants [9] [10] [11] of SCC that essentially differ only for the chosen inter-session communication mechanism:
pSCC is dataflow oriented and makes use of a pipelining operator (a la ORC) to model the passage of information between sessions.
11
SSCC is stream oriented and has primitives for inserting/retrieving data in/from streams.
9
CSCC has explicit and distinct message passing primitives to model inter and intra session communication.
10
In the rest of this presentation, we shall concentrate just on the pSCC 11 variant. Within this calculus, services are seen as passive objects that can be invoked by clients and service definitions can be seen as specific instances of input prefixed processes. Indeed, service definitions are rendered as
where s is the service name and A is the abstraction defining the service behaviour. A can be seen as a process that waits for a value from the client side and then activates the corresponding computational activities. For instance, succ.(?x) x + 1 models a service that, after receiving an integer, returns its successor. Service invocations can be seen as specific instances of output prefixed processes and are rendered as s.C Here, service s is invoked with the value carried by the concretion C. This is a process that emits a value and then implements the client-side protocol for interacting with the new instance of s. As an example, a client for the simple service described above will be written in pSCC as succ. 5 (?y) y ↑ After succ is invoked, argument 5 is passed on to the service side and the client waits for a value from the server: the received value will be substituted for y and returned as the result of the service invocation.
A service invocation causes activation of a new session. A fresh, private, name r is used to bind the two sides of the session. For instance, the interaction of the client and of the service described above triggers the session (νr) r ⊲ 5 + 1 | r ⊲ (?y) y ↑ The value 6 is computed on the service-side and then received at the client side, that reduces first to r ⊲ 6 ↑ and then to 6 | r ⊲ nil to return the result outside of the session.
More generally, within sessions, communication is bi-directional, in the sense that the interacting peers can exchange data in both directions. Values returned outside of the session (to the enclosing environment) with the return operator .
↑ can be used for invoking other services. Indeed, processes can be composed by using the pipeline operator P > A A new instance of abstraction A is activated in correspondence of each of the values produced by P . For instance, what follows is a client that invokes the service succ and then prints the obtained result:
To improve usability, structured values are permitted; services are invoked using structured values that, via pattern matching, drive usage of the exchanged information. Using this approach, each service can provide different methods corresponding to the exposed activities. For instance:
calculator. ("sum", ?x, ?y) "result", x + y + ("sub", ?x, ?y) "result", x − y + ("mul", ?x, ?y) "result", x * y + ("div", ?x, ?y) "result", x/y models a service calculator that expose the methods for computing the basic arithmetic operations. This service can be invoked as follows:
calculator. "sum", 2, 4 ("result", ?y) y ↑ A similar approach is used for session interaction. Indeed, thanks to tags and pattern matching, more sophisticated protocols can be programmed for both the server and client side of a session. For instance, a service can reply to a request with different values denoting the status of the execution:
. . . |r ⊲ ("f ail", ?x)P 1 + ("result", ?y)P 2 | . . .
After presenting syntax and semantics of pSCC, we shall consider possible behavioral semantics and linguistic extensions to deal with programmed or unexpected session closures. We shall then analyze policies that guarantee controllable behaviors and permit the necessary actions or compensations in such situations.
